We develop an adiabatic perturbation theory to clarify the relation of the adiabatic approximation of-Johnson and Soper to the method of continuum discretized coupled-channels (CDCC). The theory presents a systematic way of evaluating corrections to the adiabatic approximation. It is proven on the basis of the adiabatic theorem that the corrections vanish in the adiabatic limit of motions of nucleons in the projectile nucleus, or in the limit of high incident energies. The correc· tions do not include any geometrical quantity such as Berry's phase, because of no diabolic point in the .parameter space. § 1. Introduction Dynamics of quantal systems have often been explained by introducing a concept of' adiabaticity. For isolated quantal systems such as molecular and nuclear ones,. some adiabatic approximations were successfully proposed so far; for example, (a) the Born-Oppenheimer theoryl) on molecular structures, (b) the adiabatic approximation 2 ),3) for very low-energy collisions between composite particles and (c) the adiabatic approximation 4 ),5) for reactions induced by weakly bound particles at higher incident energies. These approximations are performed with the following common procedure. First the total system is considered to be composed of slow and fast subsystems interacting through a coupling between them. The total Hamiltonian H is then separated into a sub-Hamiltonian Hs of the slow subsystem and the remainder Hf describing motions of the fast subsystem interacting with the slow one through the coupling. The coupling in Hf depends on intrinsic coordinates r of the slow subsystem, but the coordinates work only as parameters in Hf, since Hf does not include any kinetic energy operator on r. So the fast subsystem is assumed to be in an eigenstate I(])m(r» of H f , with a common quantum number ni at each r. The eigenstate has different energies Em(r) at each r in the cases of (a) and (b). In (c), the energy is an incident energy E po of the projectile independently of r, and then the quantum number m represents an incident momentum of the projectile. Next His approximated into Hs+ Em(r) by replacing Hf by Em(r), and the slow subsystem is considered to be in an eigenstate ¢(r) of Hs+ Em(r). Eventually the total wave function 1Jf is given approx- 
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Dynamics of quantal systems have often been explained by introducing a concept of' adiabaticity. For isolated quantal systems such as molecular and nuclear ones,. some adiabatic approximations were successfully proposed so far; for example, (a) the Born-Oppenheimer theoryl) on molecular structures, (b) the adiabatic approximation 2 ), 3) for very low-energy collisions between composite particles and (c) the adiabatic approximation 4 ), 5) for reactions induced by weakly bound particles at higher incident energies. These approximations are performed with the following common procedure. First the total system is considered to be composed of slow and fast subsystems interacting through a coupling between them. The total Hamiltonian H is then separated into a sub-Hamiltonian Hs of the slow subsystem and the remainder Hf describing motions of the fast subsystem interacting with the slow one through the coupling. The coupling in Hf depends on intrinsic coordinates r of the slow subsystem, but the coordinates work only as parameters in Hf, since Hf does not include any kinetic energy operator on r. So the fast subsystem is assumed to be in an eigenstate
I(])m(r» of H f , with a common quantum number ni at each r. The eigenstate has different energies Em(r) at each r in the cases of (a) and (b). In (c), the energy is an incident energy E po of the projectile independently of r, and then the quantum number m represents an incident momentum of the projectile. Next His approximated into Hs+ Em(r) by replacing Hf by Em(r), and the slow subsystem is considered to be in an eigenstate ¢(r) of Hs+ Em(r). Eventually the total wave function 1Jf is given approximately by 1Jf AD = ¢(r)1 (])m(r». The separation of H is often called the adiabatic separation approximation.
In (c), 1Jf AD satisfies the equation, (Hf -Ep,) 1Jf AD =O, i.e., (Hf + eo-E) 1JfAD=O , since the total energy Eis the sum of Epo and the eigenvalue eo of Hs in its ground state. This indicates that the adiabatic Hamiltonian, Hf+eo, can be simply defined from H by replacing Hs by eo. So far the approximation (c) was defined with the replace-ment, but the approximation can be thus redefined as a type of the adiabatic separa-. tion approximation.
The approximation (c) is quitepractical in nuclear physics. In fact, the approximation has often been used in analyses of nuclear reactions. Here motions of nucleons in the projectile and target nuclei are considered to be much slower than relative motions between the two nuclei. Johnson and Soper 5 ) introduced the approximation into deuteron (d) induced reactions to treat the deuteron breakup, where the target was assumed to be inert. Complicated three-body dynamics of the breakup were well explained by the approximation.
)
After the success, the approximation was also successfully applied to a projectile breakup in 6Li induced reactions 7 ) and to motions of unbound 2He in eHe, 2He) reactions.
S )
Another important approach to three-body dynamics of the projectile breakup is the method 9 ) of continuum discretized coupled-channels (eDee). In the method, His approximated into HT with a truncation of the three-body space, as shown precisely in § 2. The Schrodinger equation with the approximate Hamiltonian HT is soluble owing to the truncation. The method is more accurate than the adiabatic approximation. This method also has successfully reproduced data on reactions involving weakly bound particles.
)
The eDee method is founded on the distorted-wave Faddeev equations: The exact wave function IJf is derivable from the eDee one IJf CDCC by solving the equations. 10 ) The relation between IJf and IJfCDCC is thus clearly understood.
The accuracy of the adiabatic approximation was numerically examined 9 ),1l) by comparing IJf AD with IJfCDCC• The examinations conclude that IJf AD is a good approximation to IJf CDCC at high incident energies. The relation between IJf AD and IJfCDcc is thus partially understood. However, the understanding is not complete at all in the sense that no way of driving IJf CDCC from IJf AD is found. Johnson and Tandy12) proposed a method to evaluate amplitudes of transferred reactions, extending the ideas and methods of the adiabatic approximation, but it is not shown yet that the method gives the same amplitudes as the eDee method.
An aim of this paper is to construct an adiabatic perturbation theory on reactions induced by weakly bound particles at higher incident energies to clarify the relation between IJf AD and IJf CDCC • This theory presents a series expansion for IJf CDCC • In the series the zeroth-order term agrees with IJf AD , and then the higher-order ones describe corrections to IJf AD• Furthermore, the series have the important property (a) that the corrections vanish in the limit of high incident energies, or in the adiabatic limit of motions of nucleons in the projectile. The two limits are essentially equivalent in the sense that they produce the same situation that motions of the nucleons are much slower than center-of-mass motions of the projectile.
The adiabatic perturbation theory is formulated in two approaches. In the first approach, IJfCDCC is expanded in terms of all eigenstates of Hs and Hf , and HT is represented with the eigenstates. This approach naturally and easily leads to the expansion for IJf CDCC , but it does not clearly ensure that the expansion has the property (a). This approach is shown in § 2.
The second approach begins with the evolution kernel K =exp( -iHT t). The kernel is rewritten into a path integral by transforming the coordinate operators f of the slow subsystem into the corresponding classical variables ret) which move slowly along all possible paths. The path-integral form of the kernel is expanded in powers of a small quantity including the velocity dr(t)/dt. As an important point, the adiabatic theorem13l-15) guarantees that the quantity vanishes in the adiabatic limit of movements of ret). In the expansion for K, thus, only the zeroth-order term remains in the adiabatic limit. The corresponding expansion for WCDCC is obtained by performing the path integral in each term of the expansion for K. The adiabatic expansion for WCDCC agrees with the one derived in the first approach. In this approach, the expansion for W CDCC has the property (a) automatically. This approach is shown in § 3. The proof of the property (a) is based on the adiabatic theorem. However, the theorem must be modified by a topological quantity such as Berry's phase, 16 ) if it appears. It is then important to confirm that any topological quantity does not appear in the second approach. This is investigated in 
])po(R, r).
To go beyond the approximation, we prepare all orthonormal eigenstates {cPm, cPk} of fis and those {r])p} of fif. Here cPm is the moth bound state with a negative energy em, while cPk is a continuous state with positive energy ek and with an initial momentum k. The unit vector lr in r space is then expanded in terms of the complete set {cPm, cPk}:
On the other hand, fif with the complex potential OT generates continuous states r])p(R, r), each with a positive energy Ep and an initial momentum P. The r])p(R, r)
at any fixed r forms a complete set in R space, because r works just as a parameter in fif. The unit vector lR in R space is then expressed with A physical meaning of the r-dependence of r])p(R, r) will be known in § 3. If OT is a real potential, it can generate bound states as well as continuous states. However, the fact does not change contents of this paper essentially. The unit vector 1 in the direct-product space of rand R ones is then given as
<r, R/HR:,ir~'>==<r, R/l r ®h/R', r'>= jdPr])p(R, r)o(r-r')(fJp*(R', r') = tdk jdPcPk(r) r])p(R, r)(fJ p*(R', r')cPk *(r') ,
where
the cPm(r)r])p(R, r) and the cPk(r)r])p(R, r) are orthonormal. Equation (3) shows that the cPm(r)r])p(R, r) and the cPk(r)r])p(R, r) form a complete set in the whole space. lIn the representation based on the complete set {cPm(r)r])p(R, r), cPk(r)r])p(R, r)}, (fiT is expressed by the matrix elements (4a) with
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~xpx'r==( -1/2fJ.) fdr"[2¢x *(r")< iPp(r")I17 r"(]) r(r"»Ro {17 r"¢X,(r")} + ¢X *(r")< iP p(r")I17;,,(]) r(r"» R¢X,(r")] ,
(4b)
where Oxx'=Omm' for x=m, oxx,=o(k-k') for x=k and the bracket < >R stands for the integral over R. As proven in § 3, ~xpx'P' vanishes in the adiabatic limit of motions of nucleons in B. In Eq.(4a), the first term is thus regarded as the adiabatic Hamiltonian. The remainder ~xpx'r describes non-adiabatic motions of the nucleons, and then it is treated as a perturbation. This scheme is called the adiabatic perturbation. In the scheme, the total Green function G
<r, RIGADIR', r'>==tdk fdP¢k(r) (])p(R, r)(E-E p -ek+ iE)-1
Equation (1) applied to Eqs. (5b) and (5c) simplifies GAD and g into
<r, RIGADIR', r'>== fdP(])P(R, r)<rl(E-Ep-Hs+iE)-llr'>iPp*(R', r'),
Obviously, GAD is the adiabatic Green function. Inserting G T of Eq. (5a) into the exact relation I ljTCDCC> = limc_o iEGTIPo> I ¢o>, one gets
with the aid of the identity ljTAD(R, r)=lime_oiE<r, RIGADIPo>l¢o> shown in Appendix A. A series expansion for ljTCDCC is obtained by solving Eq. (7) perturbatively. This expansion is a goal of this paper, since the expansion clarifies the relationship between ljTAD and ljTCDCC. If necessary, after ljTCDCC is given by solving Eq. (7), the exact wave function ljT can be obtained from ljTCDCC by solving the distorted-wave Faddeev equations,IO) The distorted-wave Faddeev equations and Eq. (7) are soluble for any finite Ro, since V T is compact. In general, the adiabatic wave function 7JfIn generated by V T deviates from the true adiabatic wave function 7Jf AD generated by V, and then the zeroth-order solution of Eq. (7) is not 7Jf AD but 7JfIn. However, when Ro is taken to be larger than the sum Rs of the range of V and half the range of epo(r), VTepo(r) becomes equal to Vepo(r), since both are identical at R::;;.Ro by definition and zero at R>R o . and 7Jf AD. It follows that for Ro > Rs the zeroth-order solution of Eq. (7) is 7Jf AD, and that the higher-order solutions correspond to corrections to 7Jf AD. The corrections vanish in the adiabatic limit of motions of nucleons in the projectile, as precisely shown in § 3.
As Ro goes to infinite, V T tends to V, and then Eq. 
In Eq. (11) the integrand is a time-dependent Hamiltonian expressing the scattering. 
with r(t)=-dr(t)/dt and
When Eq. (13a) is iterated by successive substitution into the right-hand side, an expansion is obtained for Cpp' in powers of A pp' ret): C PP'Ct)= ~nC};'f,(t) with
and so on. The adiabatic theorem guarantees that A pp' ret) vanishes in the adiabatic limit of movements of r(t 13H5 ) shows. Thus C<jJ~,(t) is a solution in the adiabatic limit, and then the higher-order solutions express non-adiabatic corrections to it. Here it is assumed that the !([)p(rCt))> never degenerate at any r(t), but it is surely satisfied in the present case, as shown in Making the path integral, or making the canonical quantization, in Eq. (15b), one can express the Kif), with some operators. The procedure is easy for K<jJ)", since C<jJ)" depends upon neither pet) or ret). The procedure is complicated and lengthy for the higher-order kernels, so it is explicitly shown in Appendix C. The resulting operator forms are
K<jJ),,=<r"lexp{ -i(Hs+ Ep) T}lr'>o(P-P') ,
K~),,= -i<r"11
and so on, where Aw is, in r representation,
<rIAwlr'>= jjdRdR'<Pp*(R, r)<r, R'I {Ir', R'>(/)r(R', r').
(16c)
Here { is derived from App',(t) r(t) by making the quantization, as shown in Appendix C. When the operator forms are substituted into Eq. (9) through Eq. (15a), an adiabatic expansion is given for C T as C
T = 2:nC(n), where with <rtf, R"lc(n)IR', r'>= jjdPdP'(/)p(R", r")<r"IClfllr'><Pr*(R', r') (17a)
C<jJ),,=(E-Hs-E p+ ic:)-lO(P-P'), C~),,=(E-Hs-E p+ ic:)-lAw(E-Hs-Er+ic
and so on. Here use has been made of the formula (D1) in Appendix D. Comparing Eq. (5) with Eqs. (17) , one can find out C(O)=CAD and C(l)=CAD{CAD. The higherorder Green functions are not shown explicitly in Eqs. (17) , but it is confirmed that c(n) = CAD( {CAD)n for any n. Hence the adiabatic expansion for C T agrees with that derived from Eq. (5) with perturbation. As an important property, the adiabatic expansion for C T reduces to C(O) in the adiabatic limit of movements of ret), since that for K does. This indicates that { vanishes in the adiabatic limit. In fact in this approach { is derived from App,(t) r(t) which vanishes in the adiabatic limit.
In the adiabatic limit of movements of ret), center-of-mass motions of B become much faster than the movements. This situation is also produced by making the limit of high incident energies E Po instead of the adiabatic limit of the movoments. Thus the two limits are identical in the sense that they produce the same situation. 
. Geometrical quantity in the adiabatic expansion
In the preceding section, we have proven that 1Jf AD agrees with 1Jf CDCC in the adiabatic limit of motions of nucleons in the projectile B, assuming that any geometrical quantity like Berry's phase does not appear in the present scattering system. This assumption turns out to be correct, since E p, is independent of r(t). To understand this conclusion clearly, first we think of a bound system as a situation opposite to the scattering system. A good example is a molecule, where relative distances between atoms in the molecule are denoted by r={r;}. Along the approach of § 3, the adiabatic approximation of Born and Oppenheimer is extended. Instantaneous eigenstates 1 The corrections remain even in the adiabatic limit, so that 1Jf AD never tends to 1Jf in the limit.
In the present scattering system, the f App· do not have a dimension of energy. So the diagonal elements cannot be placed on the left-hand side of Eq. (13a). Then, both diagonal and off-diagonal elements appear not in the zeroth-order solution C<j1), but in the higher-order solutions, C};')· for n~ 1, as a factor with the form fcdrA Pr . Suppose that c is a closed loop. Surely nucleons in B are rotating around the center of _B in a classical picture, as far as the elastic scattering is considered. The line integral then reduces to the surface integral f f cdS ./7 r x APr. The integrand is rewritten into
by following the rewrite of [7 r X Amm in Ref. 16 ). The energy denominator is independent of r, so it can be placed out of the surface integral. This ensures that there is no diabolic point in r space. It follows that the surface integral never produces a geometrical quantity. In conclusion, any geometrical quantity such as Berry's phase does not appear in the present scattering system. § 5.
Conclusions
Reactions induced by weakly bound particles at higher incident energies have often been analyzed with the adiabatic approximation of Johnson and Soper. An essential and important problem of such analyses is that the accuracy of the analyses is unknown. To solve the problem, we develop an adiabatic perturbation theory. The theory clarifies the relation of the adiabatic wave function WAD to the CDCC one W CDCC , which is more accurate than WAD, by presenting a series expansion for W CDCC • The expansion has two important properties:
(1) The zeroth-order term agrees with WAD, and then the higher-order terms give corrections to WAD. ( 2) The corrections to WAD vanish in the adiabatic limit of motions of nucleons in the projectile, or in the limit of high incident energies E Po'
In the senses of (1) and (2), the expansion for W CDCC is an adiabatic expansion. So far indications of the property (2) were given by a direct comparison between WAD and W CDCC obtained numerically with the adiabatic and CDCC calculations, but no mathematical proof of the property (2) was shown. The property (2) ensures that the adiabatic approximation is reliable for any reaction between composite particles as far as E Po is high, even if the particles are strongly bound. Furthermore, even if E Po is not so high, the approximation is still applicable for reactions induced by weakly bound particles such as d and 6,7Li, since motions of constituent particles in the projectiles are still much slower than center-of-mass motions of the projectiles. The expansion for W CDCC is derived in two approaches. In the first approach, the expansion is obtained by representing W CDCC and the CDCC Hamiltonian with the complete set {¢m(r) ([Jp(r, R) , ¢k(r) ([Jp(r, R)}. In the second approach, the evolution kernel K in a path integral is expanded in powers of App> f(t). As an important point, it is guaranteed by the adiabatic theorem that APr r(t) tends to zero in the adiabatic limit of movements of r(t). The expansion for W CDCC is derived from that for K by performing the path integral, i.e., by making the quantization. In the second approach both the properties (1) and (2) are derived explicitly, but in the first approach only the property (1) is obtained. In this sense the second approach is superior to the first one. The quantization in the second approach, however, is ambiguous in ordering between f and ii. The ambiguity can be removed by taking the particular ordering which is determined by the first approach. Eventually these approaches are complementary to each other.
The mathematical proof of the property (2) is based on the adiabatic theorem, but the theorem is modified by Berry's phase, if the phase appears. It is then confirmed that the phase does not appear in the present scattering system. The adiabatic approximation of Born and Oppenheimer treats bound systems, while that of Johnson and Soper does scattering systems. If the adiabatic approximation of Born and Oppenheimer is extended along the second approach, Berry's phase appears in the expansion for K only in its zeroth-order term, before the path integral is performed in the expansion. This shows a modification of the adiabatic theorem. The phase in the term gives corrections of order 1i to the approximation, after the BohrSommerfeld quantization is made.
19l
As an important point, the corrections remain in the adiabatic limit, since Berry's phase appears in the zeroth-order term. In the present scattering system, on the other hand, the eigenenergies Ep of the Hamiltonian Hf of the fast subsystem are independent of r(t). This means that there is no diabolic point in r space. Hence, any geometrical quantity such as Berry's phase does not appear in the expansion for K, although the expansion includes the quantity fcdril pp discussed by Berry. The adiabatic theorem is thus applicable for the present scattering system without any modification, so that the property (2) The adiabatic perturbation theory thus constructed is not so practical as the adiabatic approximation itself, since the resultant equation for lJfeDee is not easy to solve. An approximate but practical way of solving the equation will be proposed in the future.
rPp*(Po, r')= jdR'rPp*(R', r')(R'IPo)=a(P-Po) + I(P, r').
(A·2)
In the rightmost part of Eq. (A· 2), the first and second terms respectively come from the plane-and scattered-wave parts of rPp*(R', r'). Obviously, I(P, r') is a smooth function of P and r', and it goes down rapidly as P goes to infinity. Inserting the rightmost part of Eq. (A ·2) into Eq. (A ·1) leads to (A·3) with g(P, r)=! dr'(rl(E-Hs-E p+ iE)-llr') I(P, r')¢o(r'). At any positive E, g(P, r) goes down rapidly as P increases, since I(P, r) does so. Owing to the property of g(P, r), the integration over P in the second term of Eq. (A ·3) gives finite values at any r and at any positive E. In the limit E--->O, g(P, r) diverges at some values of P, as follows. The completeness relation of Eq. (1) applied to g(P, r) gives
In Eq. (A·4) the first term diverges at Ep=E-em in the limit of small E, while the second term does not at any P as a result of the integration over k. However, the integration of ([Jp(R, r)g(p, r) over P is still finite even in the limit of small E. This is obvious, when lime-o(E-em-E p+ iE)-l is separated into a principal value of (E-em-Ep)-l and (-in)a(E-em-Ep). Hence the second term of Eq. (A·3) vanishes in the limit, because of the factor iE.
Appendix B
It is proven that Eq. (7) has a kernel of non-L2 type. The matrix element ~kPk'P' is rewritten into (-1/2/1)(Ep'-Ep+iE)-lD kPk 'p' with If the matrix element has a-function, it comes from long-range behavior of the plane-wave parts of ([Jp(R, r) and ¢k. The wave functions are then replaced by their plane-wave parts, so that Dpkp'k,~(k'2-k2){a(P/2+k-P'/2-k')An(IP-P'I)+a(P/2 -k-P'/2+k')Ap(IP-P'I)}, where Ax is the Fourier transform of Ux(rx). The replacement also reduces GAD to (E -P2/2/1AB-k 2 /2/1+ iE)-l. The kernel GAD€ of Eq. (7) thus includes a functions, and then Eq. (7) generates disconnected diagrams.
This precisely shows that the kernel is not of U type: Trace of the matrix {(k, PI(GAD€)(GAD€)tIP', k')} is not integrable.
Appendix C
Equations (16b) and (16c) are derived from Eq. (14b). As C~]" does not depend on 
K~~( T, rj+l)= rr"~r(7:)Dr(t)exp{ilT (Ls-Ep)dt}
K~~,(rj+l, rj)= rr(7:J·')Dr(t)exp{ilTJ+lLsdt}ilTJ+ldrApr(r) f(r)s(r) ,
where s(r)=exp{ -iEp(rj+l-r)-iEr(r-rj)}. In Eqs. (C·4a) and (C·4b) the path integrals are easily made, and then K~,~,(rj, 0) and K~~(T, rj+l) are simply expressed with the operator fis, as shown in the rightmost parts of the equations. In principle, we can also express K~~,(rj+l, rj) with some operators by performing the path integral in Eq. (C·4c), but the derivation is lengthy. So the operator form will be derived by making the canonical quantization instead of the path integral, since both procedures are essentially equal. For this purpose, K~~,( rj+l, rj) is rewritten into 
=fJ-f(t)2j2-v(r(t» +aApp'(t) r(t)s(t). A canonical momentum conjugate to r is given as ke=oL/of =fJ-f(t)+aApp,(t)s(t), and the classical Hamiltonian is then H(l)=kcf-L(l) = k/ /2fJ-+ v(r)-aApp'kes(t)/fJ-. Here a term having
(c·n)
As mentioned above, the quantization procedure has an ambiguity in ordering of ke and f, but only the ordering of Eq. (C· 6) gives the identity of Eq. (C ·n). This is the reason why the ordering is taken.
Appendix D
Three operators X, Y and i, which are not commutable in general, satisfy 
